DATA MA NAGEMENT

YOUR DATA. MANAGED, PROTECTED & SECURED
Running and building your business and brand is demanding and the protection and
availability of your corporate data is critical. As a minimum you need easy-to-manage
and worry-free secure data backups which give you peace of mind so that you can
focus on the business. OryxAlign partner with eVault to provide an integrated suite of
on-premise, cloud, and hybrid data storage & backup solutions.
TECHNOLOGY AT A GLANCE
OryxAlign’s data management
provides the complete solution for
backing up and protecting your
corporate data. Made possible
via agents installed on servers,
desktops or laptops we backup data
continuously into the vaults in our
datacentres.
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Simple & automatic data 		
protection
No capital expense or investment
Centralised management & 		
monitoring
FIPS-approved AES encryption
end-to-end
Agent-initiated backups
Consolidate cross platform & multi
hypervisor backup & recovery
Bare metal system recovery agents
Front-end data deduplication
Intuitive client portal
Pay-as-you-grow pricing model
24x7 UK IT Service Desk Support

No IT professional questions the necessity of data backup, but you want to
know your data is absolutely secure before, during, and after the backup process.
Unlike legacy tape-based solutions, which are vulnerable to theft, disappearance
and deterioration. The powerful, reliable security model employed by OryxAlign’s
Evault backup and recovery solutions guards against data loss and leakage from
beginning to end.
OryxAlign’s data management automates the data protection process and
provides de-duping and data-transfer technology, a web portal, and end-to-end
security.
DATA SECURITY & ENCRYPTION
Evault provides end-to-end encryption with your data being encrypted every
step of the backup process from the source server through data transmission and
while in storage. Before your data leaves the server, it’s protected at the level you
choose: 256-bit AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), 128-bit AES, 112-bit 3DES,
or 128-bit Blowfish encryption.
As your data travels over the Internet to the OryxAlign vault, you can relax
knowing it’s protected by 128-bit AES encryption and because EVault
deduplication ensures you back up only new or changed blocks, you simply
expose much less data during the actual backup.
PROTECTING YOUR MOBILE WORKFORCE
Today’s fast-growing highly mobile workforce is placing new demands on IT.
As data growth increases, and that data increasingly finds its way onto laptops,
the threats of data loss and security breaches have also increased. To guard
corporate data on endpoints at all times, companies can follow a number of
data protection and data security best practices. Incorporating the Evault best
practices can help you control sensitive information to mitigate the risk of
regulatory and financial exposure and keep IT costs in check.

• Audit data on all end-point devices
• Classify data based on criticality and impact of loss
• Define the Recovery Objectives
• Manage end point security policies
• Communicate to all employees
Evault’s Endpoint Protection enables complete control to corporate data assets
and in order to meet regulatory requirements while enabling an organisations
mobile employees to be as productive and effective as possible.

ABOUT ORYXALIGN
OryxAlign is a thriving and vibrant managed technology services
provider, with client happiness at the heart of our business. With
decades of combined experience, we remove the stress and strains of
IT by delivering efficient, practical and affordable managed technology
services. We work as your IT partner, not as an outsourced provider.
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